Under 17 Motorsport Club Review.

I first come across the ‘Under 17 Motorsport Club’ last year, at the Footman
James classic car show at event city in Manchester. The U17MC was offering
passenger rides to which we got speaking to Steve Johnson and soon found out
about everything the club had to offer but didn’t take it any further. A few
months ago we came back into contact with Steve as I left a note on his car to
receive information on the dates I could attend the motorsport. I was very
satisfied with his explanation and signed up for the Pre-Driver day for beginners
like myself. When I arrived I was welcomed on by another man named Steve
Rhodes, who I gave my payment to. The day went as planned…
Meeting with the driving instructor, learning the key aspects of beginner driving
up until dinner, then an hours lunch with a free lunch included, a bit more
driving then a road safety information video then finally, an optional few more
hours of driving round the whole course.
My driving instructor was Roger who really made my day worthwhile. He
taught me the essentials of driving which I never knew was an aspect of daily
driving and never left my experience driving to feel boring. He also helped with
the timed laps at the end as I really improved throughout the day to become a
better driver and I would certainly go again.
The club also showed us an informational video on road safety which was
understandable as was depicted towards my age of audience. I feel that this also
really helped me understand the safety aspect of all this day and that there is a
time and a place for racing, which is not on the streets.
I am going to do this day again as I was able to increase my skills as a young
person with my driving and instructions to driving, as well as giving me a more
knowledgeable understanding to the safety and dangers of driving.
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